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a b s t r a c t 

As the complexity of a software system grows, it becomes harder for developers to be aware of all the 

dependencies between its artifacts (e.g., files or methods). Change impact analysis helps to overcome this 

challenge, by recommending relevant source-code artifacts related to a developer’s current changes. As- 

sociation rule mining has shown promise in determining change impact by uncovering relevant patterns 

in the system’s change history. 

State-of-the-art change impact mining typically uses a change history of tens of thousands of transac- 

tions. For efficiency, targeted association rule mining constrains the transactions used to those potentially 

relevant to answering a particular query . However, it still considers all the relevant transactions in the 

history. 

This paper presents Atari , a new adaptive approach that further constrains targeted association rule 

mining by considering a dynamic selection of the relevant transactions. Our investigation of adaptive 

change impact mining empirically studies fourteen algorithm variants. We show that adaptive algorithms 

are viable, can be just as applicable as the start-of-the-art complete-history algorithms, and even outper- 

form them for certain queries. However, more important than this direct comparison, our investigation 

motivates and lays the groundwork for the future study of adaptive techniques, and their application to 

challenges such as on-the-fly impact analysis at GitHub-scale. 

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

When software systems evolve, the interactions in the source

ode grow in number and complexity. As a result, it becomes

ncreasingly challenging for developers to predict the overall ef-

ect of making a change to the system. Aimed at identifying soft-

are artifacts (e.g., files, methods, classes) affected by a given

hange, Change Impact Analysis ( Bohner and Arnold, 1996 ) has

een proposed as a solution to this problem. Traditionally, tech-

iques for change impact analysis have used static or dynamic

nalysis to identify dependencies, for example, methods calling

r called by a changed method ( Law and Rothermel, 2003; Ren

t al., 2004; Jashki et al., 2008 ). However, static and dynamic anal-

sis are generally language-specific, making them hard to apply to

odern heterogeneous software systems ( Yazdanshenas and Moo-

en, 2011 ). In addition, dynamic analysis can involve considerable

verhead (e.g., from code instrumentation), while static analysis

ends to over-approximate the impact of a change ( Podgurski and

larke, 1990 ). 
∗ Corresponding authors. 
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To address these challenges, alternative techniques have been

roposed that identify dependencies through evolutionary cou-

ling ( Hassan and Holt, 2004; Canfora and Cerulo, 2005; Zan-

ani et al., 2014; Rolfsnes et al., 2016 ). In essence, these tech-

iques exploit a developer’s inherent knowledge of dependencies

n the system, which manifests itself through, for example, com-

its and their comments ( Eick et al., 2001 ), bug reports and their

xes ( Gethers et al., 2011 ), and IDE activity ( Robbes et al., 2008 ).

volutionary couplings differ from those found through static and

ynamic analysis, because they are based on how the software sys-

em has evolved over time, rather than how system components

re interconnected. The resulting recommendation is a list of rele-

ant source-code artifacts for the engineer to consider. 

This paper exploits historical co-change between artifacts, that

s artifacts that have changed together in history, as the basis for

ncovering evolutionary coupling. It does this using variations of

argeted association rule mining ( Srikant et al., 1997 ). We refer to

he process of using mined evolutionary couplings for change im-

act analysis as change impact mining . 

Existing algorithms for change impact mining ( Zimmermann

t al., 2005; Ying et al., 2004; Kagdi et al., 20 06; Alali, 20 08; Rolf-

nes et al., 2016 ) consider the complete set of transactions in the

hange history. Recent work with one of these algorithms, Tarmaq ,
nder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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on the impact of history length on analysis quality ( Moonen et al.,

2018 ) found that short histories limit the algorithm’s ability to give

answers, but when it can, the average quality of those answers is

high. This suggests the potential value of adaptively deciding how

much history to consider. 

The goal of such algorithms is to aid an engineer working with

the code. Thus a good recommendation includes those artifacts

that the engineer needs to be aware of. For example, the two most

common use cases involve an engineer faced with a maintenance

request. In the first, the engineer has planned an update to cer-

tain parts of the code and wants to know if there are any missing

parts. In the second use case, the engineer has made a fix and the

tool can automatically provide suggestions to the engineer regard-

ing potentially missed changes. 

This paper proposes and explores a new approach, Atari (Adap-

tive Targeted Association Rule mIning) , and empirically investigates

several variants of adaptive change impact mining algorithms that

vary in how they determine the amount of history to consider. Our

hypothesis is that the reduced number of transactions considered

by adaptive targeted association rule mining has the potential to

improve on targeted association rule mining ( Srikant et al., 1997 )

akin to how targeted association rule mining improved on associ-

ation rule mining ( Agrawal et al., 1993 ). Thus beyond the immedi-

ate performance comparison, we hope that our study of adaptive

change impact mining will inspire others to investigate the impact

of software-specific adaptive targeted association rule mining tech-

niques. 

Our motivation for studying adaptive techniques is two-fold:

first, we seek to better understand the interplay between the

transaction history and change impact mining. In its classical ap-

plications (e.g., to shopping cart data), association rule mining

typically requires a large amount of data. To date, all existing

applications of association rule mining to change recommenda-

tion have blindly assumed that the same is true in the soft-

ware context. However, our experiments suggest that software is

somehow fundamentally different and thus warrants research on

software-specific association rule mining variants. To be clear, our

goal is more subtle than a straight-forward attempt to “provide

a better recommendation.” While better clearly brings value, a

new approach that produces 80% of the answer using only 20%

of the resources is also of interest because of its potential to

lead to even better, more resource-intensive, algorithms down the

road. 

Second, adaptive techniques open up the possibility for inte-

gration of (within-project) change impact mining with online ser-

vices such as GitHub. In general, making a recommendation is fast,

even when using the entire relevant history. However, extracting

the required history takes considerably longer. For a service like

GitHub, the space and time required to keep up-to-date extracted

histories for all active projects is prohibitive, however, the work

presented here shows that on-the-fly adaptive analysis is a viable

alternative! 

This paper makes the following contributions: 

• it introduces the concept of adaptive targeted association rule

mining , 
• it proposes several adaptive algorithms for change impact min-

ing, 
• it studies implementations of these algorithms in the prototype

tool, Atari , 
• it compares the new algorithms to each other and to the state-

of-the-art, Tarmaq ( Rolfsnes et al., 2016 ), and finally 
• it considers the impact of applying Tarmaq ’s rule selection to

the adaptively chosen rules. 

This article refines and extends our preliminary results ( Pugh, et

al., 2018 ) by providing a more in-depth explanation of the adap-
ive algorithms, extending the original analysis to include twice as

any algorithms, and adding the investigation into incorporating

armaq ’s rule selection, which nearly doubles the number of re-

earch questions considered. 

The remainder of the paper provides background on associa-

ion rule mining and its application to change impact mining in

ections 2 and 3 . The newly devised adaptive techniques are pre-

ented in Section 4 , followed by their study in Sections 5 through

 . The paper concludes with a discussion of related work in

ection 9 and a summary in Section 10 . 

. Background on association rule mining 

This section provides the basic definitions used to frame the

roblem of change impact analysis using association rule mining ,

n unsupervised learning technique used to discover relations be-

ween the artifacts of a dataset ( Agrawal et al., 1993 ). Readers fa-

iliar with these concepts should skim this section to become fa-

iliar with the notation used in the remainder of the paper. Asso-

iation rules are implications of the form A → B , where A is referred

o as the antecedent , B as the consequent , and A and B are dis-

oint sets. For example, consider the classic application of analyz-

ng shopping-cart data: if multiple transactions include bread and

utter then a potential association rule is bread → butter , which

an be read as “if you buy bread, then you are likely to buy butter.”

In our application, the input to the algorithm is a history of

ransactions , denoted T , where each transaction originates with a

ommit from a versioning system. For version control systems that

upport side branches , we consider only the main branch and thus

nly take the changes from side branches into account after these

re merged back into the main branch. Within the history, a trans-

ction T ∈ T is the set of artifacts (e.g., files or functions) that were

ither changed or added while addressing a given bug fix or fea-

ure addition, hence creating a logical dependence between the ar-

ifacts ( Gall et al., 1998 ). In contrast to applications outside of soft-

are engineering, where the history is treated as a set, we treat

he history as an age ordered sequence and define two transactions

s adjacent if they occur one right after the other in the history. 

As originally defined ( Agrawal et al., 1993 ), association rule

ining makes use of the complete history. Targeted association rule

ining ( Srikant et al., 1997 ) restricts the transactions used by ap-

lying a constraint . An example constraint specifies that the arti-

acts of selected transactions must belong to a particular set of in-

erest. Doing so dramatically reduces the number of rules gener-

ted and thus improves rule-generation time ( Srikant et al., 1997 ).

he adaptive algorithms considered in this paper provide a similar

ramatic reduction in the number of transactions considered. Thus

his paper lays groundwork parallel to that of the initial paper on

argeted association rule mining. 

Change impact mining involves four steps: (1) select the trans-

ctions from which to build rules (based on certain constraints),

2) generate rules from the selected transactions, (3) rank the

ules, and (4) provide a recommendation based on the highest-

anked rules. In the experiments, Tarmaq ’s default configuration

s used, except regarding history filtering, which we describe in

ection 6.2 . Step 1, transaction selection, is constrained by a change

et , also known as a query . An example change set would be the set

f artifacts modified since the last commit. In this case, only trans-

ctions that share one of these artifacts would need to be consid-

red. We define such transactions as relevant: 

efinition 1 (Relevant Transaction) . Given a query q , a transaction

 ∈ T is relevant iff t ∩ q � = ∅ and t − q � = ∅ . 

the second requirement ensures that the transaction contains at

east one artifact to recommend.) 
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If the selection, Step 1, yields an empty list, then no recom-

endation can be given (e.g., given a query of artifacts not found

nywhere in the history, it is impossible to select transactions

rom which to build rules). Alternatively, when the selection pro-

uces a non-empty list, then we define the algorithm as appli-

able to the query. Otherwise, we say that the algorithm is not

pplicable to the query. Other things being equal, an algorithm

ith higher applicability, one that is applicable to more queries, is

referred. 

When a query is applicable, the impacted artifacts are found

n the consequents of the mined rules. In other words, the list

f artifacts that historically changed alongside elements of the

uery. This list can be ranked based on one or more interest-

ngness measures ( Tan et al., 2002; Rolfsnes et al., 2017 ) such

s support and confidence ( Agrawal et al., 1993 ). The support of

 rule is the percentage of transactions in the history contain-

ng both its antecedent and its consequent. Intuitively, high sup-

ort suggests that a rule is more likely to hold because there

s more historical evidence for it. On the other hand, the con-

dence of a rule is the number of historical transactions con-

aining both the antecedent and the consequent, divided by the

umber of transactions containing only the antecedent. Intu-

tively, the higher the confidence, the higher the chance that

hen items in the antecedent change, then items in the conse-

uent also change. Based on prior research, we do not make use

f (arbitrary) cutoff values for support and confidence, instead,

ules are ranked based on support, breaking ties using confidence

 Agrawal et al., 1993 ). 

Finally, transactions do not record the order of the individual

hanges involved. Hence, in the evaluation, we empirically assess

he quality of a change impact mining algorithm by repeatedly

electing a transaction t from its change history and randomly

plitting the transaction into a non-empty query, q , and a non-

mpty expected outcome, E q that serves as the ground truth. This

rocess mimics a developer in the process of making the change

overed by t , but forgetting one or more artifacts (i.e., those of

 q ). This splitting approach, which yields a uniform distribution of

uery and expected-outcome sizes, is standard in the evaluation of

hange impact mining techniques ( Zimmermann et al., 2005; Ying

t al., 2004; Kagdi et al., 2006; Alali, 2008; Rolfsnes et al., 2016 ).

urthermore, we use only those transactions from the history that

re older than t , to construct the association rules based on query

 . The result is a ranked impact list I q of potentially impacted arti-

acts from the history. 

. Existing techniques 

Only a handful of targeted association rule mining algorithms

ave been considered in the context of change impact analysis. The

ldest two, Rose ( Zimmermann et al., 2005 ) and FP-tree , which

mploys FP-trees to provide change recommendation ( Ying et al.,

004 ), were independently developed around the same time. Both

ose and FP-tree only uncover artifacts that changed in the his-

ory together with all elements of the query. This constraint aims

o ensure a high-quality recommendation, which, however, limits

he applicability of these algorithms. Indeed, empirical evaluation

hows that Rose and FP-tree are unable to make a recommenda-

ion more often than not ( Rolfsnes et al., 2016 ). 

At the other end of the spectrum the Co-Change algo-

ithm ( Kagdi et al., 2006 ) uncovers artifacts that co-changed with

ny element of the query. This lenient requirement yields more an-

wers, which are, however, potentially noisy, as they can have little

elation to the full query. 

Finally, the more recent Tarmaq algorithm ( Rolfsnes et al., 2016 )

ttempts to balance these two. It uncovers the artifacts that have

o-changed with the largest possible subset of the query. This
ransaction selection constraint balances the precision of a com-

lete match with the applicability that comes from exploiting par-

ial matches. In cases where a complete match is possible, Rose ,

P-tree , and Tarmaq all yield the same result. However, in cases

here only a subset of the query can be matched, Rose and FP-

ree fail to provide a recommendation, whereas Tarmaq produces

 recommendation based on the largest partial overlap between

he query and the transactions of the change history. In compar-

son with Co-Change , Tarmaq ’s matching of transactions with the

argest partial overlap with the query, reduces noise, provided this

verlap is greater than size one. If the overlap is only one element,

armaq effectively behaves the same as Co-Change . 

. Adaptive techniques 

This section introduces the eight families of adaptive techniques

onsidered in our study. We refer to them as families because the

atter five are parameterized and thus give rise to multiple algo-

ithms (the first three are unparameterized, i.e., families of one).

o illustrate each family, Fig. 1 shows the treatment of the fol-

owing history: T = t 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , t 5 , T 6 , t 7 , T 8 , T 9 , T 10 , T 11 , where up-

ercase denotes a relevant transaction, lowercase a non-relevant

ransaction, and t 1 is the most recent transaction. 

As mentioned in Section 2 , change impact mining’s rule gen-

ration involves four steps of which the adaptive techniques pre-

ented herein only affect the first step where they dynamically se-

ect transactions from which to generate rules. The final three steps

re identical to those of previous algorithms. Similar to existing al-

orithms, if the selection yields an empty list, then no recommen-

ation can be given. 

The simplest adaptive algorithm, first-applicable , selects the first

elevant transaction. In the example this is transaction T 2 . Like

ll the adaptive algorithms, first-applicable begins its search with

he most recent transaction. There are two motivations for con-

idering this algorithm: first, there is evidence from previous

ork ( Moonen et al., 2018 ) that a (single) recent relevant transac-

ion can produce very good results. Moreover, this algorithm pro-

ides a useful baseline as it is the simplest possible adaptive ap-

roach. 

At the other end of the spectrum, the dynamic-all algorithm re-

urns all relevant transactions. Dynamic-all is used as a straw man

o investigate the value brought by the more selective adaptive ap-

roaches. 

The third adaptive algorithm, dynamic-block , aims to capture

he observation that adjacent relevant transactions (i.e., those im-

ediately following a relevant transaction) are likely made by a

ingle developer who frequently commits changes while working

n a given bug or enhancement. Dynamic-block starts with the first

elevant transaction and then includes subsequent adjacent trans-

ctions until an irrelevant transaction is encountered. In the exam-

le, the transactions selected are T 2 , T 3 , and T 4 . 

The next family, dynamic-P n , is motivated by the observation

hat dynamic-block might perform poorly if a developer does not

ommit frequently or if there are a large number of develop-

rs working in parallel. In both of these situations, the block is

ikely to be prematurely cut off because of the increased likeli-

ood of interjected irrelevant commits in the sequence of rele-

ant commits. Dynamic-P n provides a more tolerant approach. It

tarts with the first relevant transaction and includes subsequent

ransactions until the percentage of relevant transactions consid-

red falls below n %. For example, dynamic-P 70 yields T 2 , T 3 , T 4 ,

 6 , where the percentage of relevant transactions at each step is

00% (1/1), 100% (2/2), 100% (3/3), 75% (3/4), 80% (4/5), and fi-

ally 66% (4/6). We consider the three family members dynamic-

 20 , dynamic-P 50 , and dynamic-P 80 . Note that we implicitly also

onsider dynamic-P , because it uses the same selection constraint
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Fig. 1. A visualization of the various adaptive algorithms. 
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as dynamic-all , and dynamic-P 100 , which uses the same selection

constraint as dynamic-block . 

The fifth family, dynamic 1, n , is another attempt at greater toler-

ance. It starts with the first relevant transaction and includes the

next n relevant transactions. If there are not n relevant transactions

in the history, then an empty list is returned, which means that

no recommendation is possible. It is important to note here that

no partial lists (with less than n transactions) are considered. This

conscious decision enables the analysis to more accurately com-

pare dynamic 1,2 and dynamic 1,3 for example, because dynamic 1,3 

does not also include elements from dynamic 1,2 . Using the exam-

ple history, dynamic 1,5 yields T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 6 , T 8 . Our study consid-

ers the eight dynamic 1, n family members for n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10,

100, 1000}. In addition, note that dynamic 1,1 is the same as first-

applicable . 

The next family, dynamic 1, n adjacent is a variation on dynamic 1, n .

It starts with the first relevant transaction and includes the next

n adjacent relevant transactions. When there are not n adja-

cent relevant transactions, an empty list is returned. For example,

dynamic 1,2 adjacent yields T 2 , T 3 , while dynamic 1,5 adjacent yields the

empty list. We consider the five dynamic 1, n adjacent family mem-

bers for n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. In addition, note that like dynamic 1,1 ,

dynamic 1,1 adjacent is also the same as first-applicable . 

The seventh family, dynamic n adjacent , aims to increase

dynamic 1, n adjacent ’s low applicability while preserving its high

accuracy (formalized in Section 5 ). Dynamic n adjacent uses the

most recent n adjacent relevant transactions. It differs from

dynamic 1, n adjacent in that it is not anchored at the first relevant

transaction. For example, dynamic 4 adjacent yields T 8 , T 9 , T 10 , T 11 .

If there are not n adjacent relevant transactions anywhere in

the history, then an empty list is returned. We study the five

dynamic n adjacent family members for n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Again note

that dynamic 1 adjacent is the same as first-applicable . 

Finally, we consider the application of Tarmaq ’s transaction se-

lection constraint as an additional step, in conjunction with each

of the 24 adaptive algorithms from the first seven families. The

resulting algorithms retain only those transactions that are se-

lected by the adaptive algorithm and have the largest overlap with

the query. Note that the combinations Tarmaq -first-applicable and

Tarmaq -dynamic-all are the same as first-applicable and Tarmaq ,

respectively. For the first, Tarmaq will simply pick the single trans-

action selected by first-applicable . For the latter, the set of all rel-
 o  
vant transactions that have the largest overlap with the query is

xactly the set used by Tarmaq . For the remaining 22 dynamic al-

orithms, Tarmaq ’s selection of only those transactions with the

argest overlap has two possible effects: on the one hand, the

ransactions with maximal overlap should provide the strongest

vidence, while on the other hand, fewer transactions are consid-

red, which reduces the amount of evidence considered. Our em-

irical investigation is aimed at evaluating the interaction and rel-

tive impact of these two effects. 

. Research questions 

To better understand the pros and cons of adaptive algorithms

or mining association rules, we investigate the six research ques-

ions presented in this section. These research questions make use

f the following metrics to quantitatively evaluate algorithm per-

ormance. 

For a ranked list, such as the mined impact I q , the standard

ethod for assessing its quality is the list’s Average Precision

AP) ( Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999 ), while the quality of an

lgorithm can be assessed by the mean Average Precision (MAP)

hat it achieves over a collection of queries. AP is computed using

recision at k , P ( k ), which is the precision calculated on the first k

tems in the list (i.e., the fraction of correct artifacts in the top k

rtifacts). AP is the average of P ( k ), where k is the rank of each rel-

vant artifact in I q . In our case, an artifact is relevant if it is found

n E q . More formally, 

efinition 2 (Average Precision) . Given a query q , its impact I q ,

nd expected outcome E q , the average precision, AP , of I q is given

y 

AP (I q ) = 

| I q | ∑ 

k =1 

P (k ) ∗ � r(k ) 

here � r ( k ) is the change in recall calculated only on the k − 1 th

nd k th artifacts (i.e., the number of additional correct items pre-

icted compared to the previous rank) ( Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-

eto, 1999 ). 

Table 1 illustrates the computation of AP , P ( k ), and � r ( k ) given

he ranked list [ c , a , f , g , d ] and the expected outcome { c , d , f }. 

The experiments make use of two different MAP computations:

verall MAP and MAP when applicable . The difference lies in the
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Table 1 

Calculation of average precision (AP), based on ranked list [ c , a , f , g , d ] 

and expected outcome { c , d , f }. 

Rank ( k ) Artifact P ( k ) � r ( k ) 

1 c 1/1 1/3 

2 a 1/2 0 

3 f 2/3 1/3 

4 g 2/4 0 

5 d 3/5 1/3 

AP = 1 / 1 ∗ 1 / 3 + 1 / 2 ∗ 0 + 2 / 3 ∗ 1 / 3 + 2 / 4 ∗ 0 + 3 / 5 ∗ 1 / 3 ≈ 0 . 75 
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reatment of queries for which an algorithm is not applicable.

hile it is possible to assign such queries an AP of zero, doing so

s harsh because the algorithm can correctly inform the user that

t is not applicable. From an engineer’s perspective, being given a

rong list (where AP is truly zero) is far worse than being told that

o recommendation is possible. The other alternative is to ignore

uch queries, which is optimistic especially when comparing two

lgorithms applied to a particularly challenging query where one

s applicable, and the other is not. In this case, the non-applicable

lgorithm should likely see some penalty. Both possibilities are

onsidered. Overall MAP is computed by assigning non-applicable

ueries the AP value zero, while MAP when applicable is computed

y ignoring such queries. 

RQ1 Viability: Are there queries for which the adaptive algo-

rithms’ performance is comparable to Tarmaq ? 

RQ2 Applicability: How does the applicability of the adaptive al-

gorithms compare to each other and to that of Tarmaq ?

This investigation includes inter-family comparisons be-

tween the various adaptive approaches, and intra-family

comparisons for different values of n . 

RQ3 Accuracy: How do the MAP values of the adaptive algo-

rithms compare to each other and to that of Tarmaq ? Ac-

curacy considers both overall MAP and MAP when applicable . 

RQ4 Adjacency’s Impact: What impact does requiring the se-

lected transactions to be adjacent bring in terms of both ap-

plicability and accuracy? 

RQ5 TARMAQ As Selector: What impact does applying Tarmaq as

an additional transaction selector have on the adaptive tech-

niques in terms of their (a) viability, (b) applicability, and (c)
Table 2 

Characteristics of the software systems studie

recent 50 0 0 0 transactions for each). 

System History Unique Uniq

(years) files artif

CPython 12.05 7725 30

Gecko 1.08 86,650 231

Git 11.02 3753 17

Hadoop 6.91 24,607 272

HTTPD 19.78 10,019 29

IntelliJ IDEA 2.61 62,692 343

Liferay Portal 0.87 144,792 767

Linux Kernel 0.77 26,412 161

LLVM 4.54 25,600 66

MediaWiki 11.69 12,252 12

MySQL 10.68 42,589 136

PHP 10.82 21,295 53

Ruby on Rails 11.42 10,631 10

RavenDB 8.59 29,245 139

Subversion 14.03 6559 46

WebKit 3.33 281,898 397

Wine 6.60 8234 126

Cisco 2.43 64,974 251

KM 15.97 35,111 35

a languages used by open source systems fro
accuracy, and in addition, (d) how does Tarmaq -as-selector

interact with adjacency? 

RQ6 Practical Implications: What effect do the adaptive algo-

rithms have on the overall time and space needed to make

GitHub-scale recommendations? 

As mentioned earlier, our goal is not to simply produce a bet-

er change impact mining algorithm, but rather it is to understand

etter the interplay between the number of transactions consid-

red and the quality of the recommendation. For example, the first

esearch question would be negatively answered if the adaptive al-

orithms never performed as well as Tarmaq . On the other hand,

he more often they do so, the greater the possibility of exploiting

hem in an ensemble of algorithms. 

. Empirical investigation 

This section describes the experimental design. It first discusses

he software systems studied and then describes how the queries

sed in the experiments were created. Finally, we discuss our pro-

otype implementation. 

.1. Subject systems 

To assess the adaptive algorithms, we selected 19 large sys-

ems having varying characteristics, such as size and frequency of

ransactions, number of artifacts, and number of developers. Two

f these are industrial systems, from Cisco Norway and Kongs-

erg Maritime (KM), respectively. Cisco is a worldwide leader in

he production of networking equipment. We consider a software

roduct line for professional video conferencing systems made by

isco Norway. KM is a leader in the production of systems for po-

itioning, surveying, navigation, and automation of vessels and off-

hore installations. We consider a software platform that is used

cross their systems. 

The other 17 systems are well known open-source projects, and

re reported in Table 2 along with demographics illustrating their

iversity. The table shows that the systems vary from medium to

arge size, with close to 30 0,0 0 0 different files for one system, and

early 768,0 0 0 unique artifacts appearing in another’s change his-

ory. For each system, we extracted the 50,0 0 0 most recent trans-

ctions ( commits ). This number of transactions covers vastly differ-

nt time spans across the systems, ranging from almost 20 years
d (based on our extraction of the most 

ue Languages used a 

acts 

,090 Python, C, 16 others 

,850 C + +, C, JavaScript, 34 others 

,716 C, shell script, Perl, 14 others 

,902 Java, XML, 10 others 

,216 XML, C, Forth, 19 others 

,613 Java, Python, XML, 26 others 

,955 Java, XML, 12 others 

,022 C, 16 others 

,604 C + +, Assembly, C, 16 others 

,267 PHP, JS, 11 others 

,925 C + +, C, JS, 24 others 

,510 C, PHP, XML, 24 others 

,631 Ruby, 6 others 

,415 C#, JS, XML, 12 others 

,136 C, Python, C + +, 15 others 

,850 HTML, JS, C + +, 24 others 

,177 C, 16 others 

,321 C + +, C, C#, Python, others 

,111 C + +, C, XML, others 

m http://www.openhub.net . 

http://www.openhub.net
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Fig. 2. A plot of the distributions of transactions sizes for each subject system. 
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1 For a normally distributed population of 50,0 0 0, a minimum of 657 samples is 

required to attain 99% confidence with a 5% confidence interval that the sampled 

transactions are representative of the population. To account for non-normality we 

increase the sample size using the lowest (most conservative) Asymptotic Relative 

Efficiency (ARE) correction coefficient, 0.637, yielding a sample size of 657 / 0 . 637 = 

1032 transactions. Hence, a sample size of 1100 is more than sufficient to attain 

99% confidence with a 5% confidence interval that the samples are representative 

of the population. 
in the case of HTTPD, to a little over 10 months in the case of the

Linux kernel. 

Finally, when experimenting with both Atari and Tarmaq ,

we consider practical fine-grained change histories ( Rolfsnes et al.,

2018 ), which consists of function-level granularity for those source

code files that can be parsed using srcML ( Collard et al., 2013 ),

and file-level granularity otherwise. We include a residual per

parsable file to capture the changes to code that is not part of

a function (e.g., global variable declarations). Thus artifacts in our

change history are either a function (or the residual) for parsable

source code, or entire files otherwise (e.g., for configuration, build,

or documentation artifacts). 

6.2. History filtering 

Conceptually, a query q represents a set of artifacts that a de-

veloper changed since their last synchronization with the version

control system. Recall that the key assumption behind evolution-

ary coupling is that artifacts that frequently change together are

likely to depend on each other. This is often not true of large trans-

actions, such as mass license updates or version bumps. Further-

more, such large transactions lead to a combinatorial explosion in

the number of association rules ( Agrawal et al., 1993 ). Fortunately,

as shown in the violin plots in Fig. 2 , transaction sizes are heavily

skewed towards smaller transactions. Unfortunately, as also shown

in Fig. 2 , there exist outlier transactions containing 10,0 0 0 or more

artifacts. To handle such outliers, it is common practice to filter the

history by removing transactions larger than a certain size ( Ying

et al., 2004; Zimmermann et al., 2005; Alali, 2008; Kagdi et al.,

2013 ). 

In an attempt to reflect most change impact analysis scenarios,

we employ a quite liberal filtering and remove only those transac-

tions larger than 300 artifacts. The rationale behind choosing this

cutoff is that for each program, at least 99% of all transactions are

smaller than 300 artifacts (indicated by the blue (dark grey) p99

markers in Fig. 2 ). In most cases, the percentage is well above 99%

of the available data. 

6.3. Query generation 

Finally, to generate a set of queries to experiment with, we

randomly sample 1100 recent transactions from each filtered his-
ory. 1 Each selected transaction, t , is then randomly split into a

on-empty query and a non-empty expected outcome. Because a

ommit is a set of artifacts, we do not know the actual order that

hey were modified or added to the commit. The random selec-

ion captures one of many orders. Fortunately, from the standpoint

f the empirical evaluation, all orders are equally viable. Finally, to

espect the historical time-line, the history used to determine im-

act based on a query generated from transaction t , is composed

f only those transactions that are older than t . 

.4. ATARI implementation 

The eight families of algorithms from Section 4 were imple-

ented in the prototype tool Atari (Adaptive Targeted Association

ule mIning). Atari was developed in Ruby as a fork of the Tar-

aq implementation, which was generously provided to us by its

evelopers ( Rolfsnes et al., 2016 ). Because both tools use the same

nput- and output formats, it was easy to compare the experimen-

al results. 

. Results 

.1. RQ1: Viability 

RQ1 considers the viability of the adaptive approach. Given that

armaq has access to ten’s of thousands of transactions, it is not

nreasonable to expect that it will always outperform any of the

daptive algorithms, especially given that most of the adaptive al-

orithms use orders of magnitude fewer transactions. 

To address research question RQ1, we execute Tarmaq and

ach of the 24 adaptive algorithms on the 1100 randomly selected

ueries from each of the 19 systems. As discussed in Section 2 ,

ach algorithm produces two outcomes: its applicability and, if ap-

licable, an AP value. 

In the comparison, two algorithms A and B tie when applied to

 query if neither is applicable, or if both are applicable and pro-

uce the same AP value. Algorithm A wins if only it is applicable,
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Table 3 

Viability data for the 24 adaptive algorithms (algorithm A is al- 

ways Tarmaq ). 

Algorithm B A AP B B not 

wins tie wins applicable 

first-applicable 7551 8125 3273 0 

dynamic-all 3393 11781 3775 0 

dynamic-block 7398 8132 3419 0 

dynamic-P 20 7199 8124 3626 0 

dynamic-P 50 7321 8114 3514 0 

dynamic-P 80 7404 8108 3437 0 

dynamic 1,1 7551 8125 3273 0 

dynamic 1,2 6315 6515 4143 1976 

dynamic 1,3 5567 5648 4460 3274 

dynamic 1,4 5089 5142 4505 4213 

dynamic 1,5 4770 4774 4472 4933 

dynamic 1,10 3803 3653 4158 7335 

dynamic 1,100 1460 1092 1771 14,626 

dynamic 1,1000 158 95 112 18,584 

dynamic 1,1 adjacent 7551 8125 3273 0 

dynamic 1,2 adjacent 645 738 493 17,073 

dynamic 1,3 adjacent 146 195 171 18,437 

dynamic 1,4 adjacent 57 68 75 18,749 

dynamic 1,5 adjacent 28 33 33 18,855 

dynamic 1 -adjacent 7551 8125 3273 0 

dynamic 2 -adjacent 5850 3453 1898 7748 

dynamic 3 -adjacent 3371 1757 908 12,913 

dynamic 4 -adjacent 1629 893 471 15,956 

dynamic 5 -adjacent 864 522 245 17,318 
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r if both are applicable and A produces a higher AP value. Algo-

ithm B wins in the symmetric situation. 

Table 3 shows the resulting data (algorithm A is always Tar-

aq ). Note that because Tarmaq can make a recommendation with

s little as one relevant transaction, no algorithm is ever applicable

hen Tarmaq is not. For 1951 of the 1100 ∗ 19 = 20,900 queries,

one of the algorithms were able to make a recommendation (i.e.,

one were applicable). 

Table 3 ’s fourth column, “B wins”, shows that each of the adap-

ive algorithms has at least a handful queries for which it outper-

orms Tarmaq . It might seem unexpected that any of the adap-

ive techniques would outperform Tarmaq , given that Tarmaq has

ccess to tens of thousands of transactions. This occurs when the

dditional transactions Tarmaq considers muddy the water . For ex-

mple, given a transaction pairing a and b and the query a , the

bvious answer is b , while when given 10,0 0 0 transactions involv-

ng a that don’t all involve b , there is less clarity. 

In summary, the answer to RQ1 is that the adaptive analysis is

ot completely subsumed by Tarmaq , and consequently, the adap-

ive algorithms are viable. 

.2. RQ2: Applicability 

RQ2 compares the applicability of the adaptive algorithms to

armaq and to each other. Applicability is important to consider

ecause developers will prefer a tool that presents results as often

s possible. The comparison uses the applicability data obtained

y running the 24 adaptive algorithms and Tarmaq on the 20,900

ueries described in Section 6.3 . 

The range of applicabilities is seen on the x -axis of Fig. 3 . Look-

ng at the relative positions of the points on the x -axis, the ap-

licability of the adaptive algorithms covers a wide range. On the

ight, we find the adaptive algorithms that equal Tarmaq ’s appli-

ability. Moving to the left, the adaptive techniques have progres-

ively lower applicability. As shown in Table 4 a, applying Tukey’s

SD finds that there is a statistically significant difference in ap-

licability amongst those algorithms that do not match Tarmaq ’s

pplicability, except for the pairwise overlap of the four with the
owest applicability (those sharing a common letter are not statis-

ically different). 

In summary, compared to each other, as the constraints grow

ore stringent, the applicability decreases. Two constraints were

onsidered, the value of n and the requirement that the selected

ransactions be adjacent. There is a notable drop-off in applicability

s the value of n increases and with the requirement of adjacency.

his drop-off is considerably sharper when the two are combined.

he examination of RQ4 takes a deeper look at adjacency’s im-

act. Finally, compared to Tarmaq , 40% of the adaptive algorithms

atch Tarmaq ’s applicability while the remainder grows progres-

ively less applicable as n increases. 

.3. RQ3: Accuracy 

RQ3 compares the MAP values of the adaptive algorithms to

armaq and to each other. Attaining a high MAP value is key for

 recommendation system: the higher an algorithm ranks rele-

ant files and functions, the greater its utility to an engineer. The

omparison uses the average precision data obtained from running

he 24 adaptive algorithms and Tarmaq on the 20,900 queries de-

cribed in Section 6.3 . We consider two views of the data: overall

AP , which is harsh because it assigns an AP of zero when an al-

orithm is not applicable, and MAP when applicable , which is kind

ecause it ignores queries to which an algorithm is not applicable.

Table 4 b presents the results of Tukey’s HSD for the overall MAP

alues. This statistical test identifies potential differences between

he adaptive algorithms and Tarmaq . The results find Tarmaq su-

erior to all of the adaptive algorithms as it is the only algorithm

n the top group (labeled a ). The values for the adaptive algorithms

rogressively decrease primarily due to their decreasing applicabil-

ty. While it is not our expectation that the adaptive algorithms

ould surpass Tarmaq given the greatly reduced portion of the

istory that they make use of, it is interesting to see how close

ome of them come. For example, using only the first applicable

ransaction lowers MAP by only 11%. 

Turning to MAP when applicable , the y -axis of Fig. 3 shows the

ange of values for the adaptive algorithms and Tarmaq . Statisti-

ally, as seen in Table 4 c, a difference only exists between the top

hree and bottom five algorithms. This large overlap in accuracy

uggests that adaptive algorithms might be selected over Tarmaq

n cases where only limited history is available, or where using less

istory reduces response time. 

In summary, for RQ3, as expected, none of the adaptive algo-

ithms is a clear replacement for Tarmaq . However, given how well

ome of them perform when applicable, and how little of the his-

ory they need, hybrid approaches may be able to outperform Tar-

aq while keeping its high applicability. This concept is considered

n greater detail in Section 8 . 

.4. RQ4: Adjacency’s impact 

RQ4 investigates the impact on both applicability and accu-

acy of requiring that relevant transactions be adjacent . Adjacency

f relevant transactions suggests that a developer is working on

 single issue. Thus, the information gleaned from such transac-

ions should identify key relations between software artifacts. Two

f the families, dynamic 1, n adjacent and dynamic n adjacent , require

djacent transactions. Recall the difference between these two

amilies: dynamic 1, n adjacent uses n adjacent relevant transactions

tarting from the first relevant transaction , while dynamic n adjacent

ses the most recent n adjacent relevant transactions in the

istory, regardless of where they start. The expectation is that

ynamic n adjacent will identify older transactions in exchange for

reater applicability. 
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Fig. 3. A visualization of MAP and applicability for the 24 adaptive algorithms and Tarmaq . The legend indicates in italics and color the eight algorithms whose symbols 

overlap in the graph. (A color version of this figure can be found in the web version of this article.) 

Table 4 

Tukey’s HSD analysis for Applicability, Overall MAP and MAP when Applicable. 

(a) Applicability (b) Overall MAP (c) MAP when applicable 

Algorithm Appl. Group Algorithm MAP Group Algorithm MAP Group 

dynamic 1,1 0.9066 a Tarmaq 0.2487 a dynamic 1,4 adj 0.3105 a 

dynamic 1,1 adj 0.9066 a dynamic-all 0.2362 b dynamic 1,2 adj 0.3084 a 

dynamic 1 -adj 0.9066 a dynamic-P 20 0.2260 c dynamic 1,3 adj 0.3042 a 

dynamic-all 0.9066 a dynamic-P 50 0.2246 c dynamic 1,5 adj 0.2848 ab 

dynamic-block 0.9066 a dynamic-block 0.2233 cd Tarmaq 0.2744 ab 

dynamic-P 20 0.9066 a dynamic-P 80 0.2233 cd dynamic 1,3 0.2670 ab 

dynamic-P 50 0.9066 a dynamic 1,1 0.2209 cd dynamic 1,4 0.2660 ab 

dynamic-P 80 0.9066 a dynamic 1,1 adj 0.2209 cd dynamic 1,5 0.2636 ab 

first-applicable 0.9066 a dynamic 1 -adj 0.2209 cd dynamic 1,2 0.2635 ab 

Tarmaq 0.9066 a first-applicable 0.2209 cd dynamic-all 0.2606 ab 

dynamic 1,2 0.8121 b dynamic 1,2 0.2139 d dynamic 1,10 0.2546 ab 

dynamic 1,3 0.7500 c dynamic 1,3 0.2002 e dynamic-P 20 0.2493 ab 

dynamic 1,4 0.7050 d dynamic 1,4 0.1875 f dynamic-P 50 0.2478 ab 

dynamic 1,5 0.6706 e dynamic 1,5 0.1767 g dynamic-block 0.2464 ab 

dynamic 1,10 0.5556 f dynamic 1,10 0.1414 h dynamic-P 80 0.2464 ab 

dynamic 2 -adj 0.5359 g dynamic 2 -adj 0.1091 i dynamic 1,1 0.2437 ab 

dynamic 3 -adj 0.2888 h dynamic 3 -adj 0.0527 j dynamic 1,1 adj 0.2437 ab 

dynamic 1,100 0.2068 i dynamic 1,100 0.0444 j dynamic 1 adj 0.2437 ab 

dynamic 4 -adj 0.1432 j dynamic 4 -adj 0.0281 k first-applicable 0.2437 ab 

dynamic 1,2 adj 0.0897 k dynamic 1,2 adj 0.0276 k dynamic 1,1000 0.2337 ab 

dynamic 5 -adj 0.0780 l dynamic 5 -adj 0.0166 l dynamic 1,100 0.2149 b 

dynamic 1,3 adj 0.0244 m dynamic 1,3 adj 0.0074 lm dynamic 5 adj 0.2133 b 

dynamic 1,1000 0.0174 mn dynamic 1,1000 0.0040 m dynamic 2 adj 0.2036 b 

dynamic 1,4 adj 0.0095 no dynamic 1,4 adj 0.0029 m dynamic 4 adj 0.1968 b 

dynamic 1,5 adj 0.0044 o dynamic 1,5 adj 0.0012 m dynamic 3 adj 0.1828 b 

NB: note that the adjacent adaptive algorithms are abbreviated to adj in these tables to save space. 
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The analysis considers both inter-family and intra-family trends.

Beginning with applicability, Fig. 4 summarizes the data and also

includes dynamic 1, n for comparison. All three families show a clear

power-law reduction in applicability as n increases (with Resid-

ual Standard Error values of 0.0717 for dynamic 1, n , 0.0 0 08 for

dynamic 1, n adjacent , and 0.0837 for dynamic n adjacent ). 

As evident in the figure, the applicability of dynamic 1, n has the

least drastic drop-off. In fact, as far out as n = 10 0 0 it still man-

ages an applicability of 2% (i.e., 2% of the queries have at least

10 0 0 relevant transactions). At the other end of the spectrum,
ynamic 1, n adjacent has the fastest reduction in applicability. For ex-

mple, its drop in applicability from n = 1 to n = 2 is 82%. Finally,

ynamic n adjacent ’s applicability trend lies in between the other

wo. 

Overall, the three families show a wide range of applicabilities,

ut a similar pattern for increasing values of n . The two families

hat require adjacency exhibit the more rapid falloff in applicabil-

ty, which indicates that large runs of relevant transactions are rare

n the change histories. Unsurprisingly, the additional requirement

hat the run of adjacent transactions begins with the first relevant
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Fig. 4. Applicability as a function of n . 

Fig. 5. Adjacency’s impact on MAP when applicable (the colors refer to the three head-to-head comparisons discussed in the text). (A color version of this figure can be found 

in the web version of this article.) 
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ransaction leads to dynamic 1, n adjacent showing the most dramatic

ecrease. 

For the accuracy comparison, it is useful to bound the values

f n considered. To do so, we consider the value of n at which

n algorithm’s applicability falls below 1%. Dynamic 1, n adjacent falls

elow 1% for values of n greater than four, while dynamic n adjacent

oes so for values greater than nine. For completeness, dynamic 1, n 

oes not fall below the threshold until n exceeds 2500. Because of

imited applicability, we focus the accuracy investigation on values

f n ranging from one to five. 

Fig. 5 illustrates adjacency’s impact on accuracy. The ac-

uracy analysis involves three head-to-head comparisons:

rst we compare dynamic 1, n with dynamic n adjacent (shown

n orange (light grey) in the figure), then dynamic 1, n with

ynamic 1, n adjacent (shown in black), and finally dynamic 1, n adjacent

ith dynamic n adjacent (shown in teal (dark grey)). For compar-

sons involving dynamic 1, n (the orange and black bars), a positive

ifference occurs when requiring adjacency leads to a higher MAP

alue, while a negative difference occurs when requiring adjacency

eads to a lower MAP value. For example, the first bar shows that

ynamic 3 adjacent underperforms dynamic 1,3 (by about eight and

 half percentage points). Finally, note that for n = 1 , dynamic 1, n ,

ynamic 1, n adjacent , and dynamic n adjacent select the same single

ransaction, thus all three differences are zero. 
Consider first the comparison of dynamic 1, n and

ynamic n adjacent (shown in orange in Fig. 5 ). Recall that dynamic 1, n 

ses the most recent n transactions. In contrast, because it is not

equired to start at the first relevant transaction, dynamic n adjacent

ften makes use of older transactions. It is helpful to note that

henever dynamic n adjacent is applicable, then so is dynamic 1, n ,

lthough the two may use different transactions. As shown by

he orange bars in the chart, adjacency always has a negative

mpact on accuracy for these comparisons. From n = 1 to n = 3

he cost of adjacency grows (the orange bars grow taller) while for

 = 3 to n = 5 its negative effect diminishes (the orange bar grow

horter). There are likely two effects here: first, as n increases,

ynamic n adjacent searches further back in the history to find n

djacent transactions. Greater age tends to have a negative impact

n accuracy. However, the decreasing negative difference in the

alue of MAP when applicable as n goes from 3 to 5 suggests that

 larger number of adjacent transactions can counter the negative

ffects of increased age. 

Statistically, we compare the two families side-by-side for ev-

ry value of n other than 1, using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test

also known as the Mann-Whitney U test). For example, for n =
 , we apply the test to the data collected for dynamic 1,2 and

ynamic 2 adjacent . Although our experiment generates paired data

or which the statistically stronger Wilcoxon signed-rank tests can
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Table 5 

Viability data for the 24 adaptive algorithms that use Tarmaq -as-selector 

(algorithm A is always Tarmaq ). 

Algorithm B A AP B B not 

wins tie wins applicable 

Tarmaq -first-applicable 7551 8125 3273 0 

Tarmaq -dynamic-all 1335 15,736 1878 0 

Tarmaq -dynamic-block 7340 8309 3300 0 

Tarmaq -dynamic-P 20 7020 8578 3351 0 

Tarmaq -dynamic-P 50 7235 8389 3325 0 

Tarmaq -dynamic-P 80 7346 8287 3316 0 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,1 7551 8125 3273 0 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,2 5730 7593 3650 1976 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,3 4735 7219 3721 3274 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,4 4137 6941 3658 4213 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,5 3771 6708 3537 4933 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,10 2598 5923 3093 7335 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,100 518 2795 1010 14,626 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,1000 9 325 31 18,584 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,1 adjacent 7551 8125 3273 0 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,2 adjacent 602 872 402 17,073 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,3 adjacent 121 267 124 18,437 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,4 adjacent 46 96 58 18,749 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1,5 adjacent 19 48 27 18,855 

Tarmaq -dynamic 1 -adjacent 7551 8125 3273 0 

Tarmaq -dynamic 2 -adjacent 5767 3712 1722 7748 

Tarmaq -dynamic 3 -adjacent 3306 1946 784 12,913 

Tarmaq -dynamic 4 -adjacent 1595 985 413 15,956 

Tarmaq -dynamic 5 -adjacent 846 572 213 17,318 
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be used, it is possible that two dynamic algorithms select the

same transactions and give the exact same recommendation, mak-

ing their difference zero. Such ties cannot be handled by the

Wilcoxon signed-rank test and would need to be removed. How-

ever, in certain cases, such as the comparison of dynamic 1,2 and

dynamic 2 adjacent , a considerable part of the data would need to be

removed. Because we prefer to use all our data points than base

the comparison on varying sets of data with zeroes removed, we

choose the slightly weaker Wilcoxon rank-sum test that does not

treat the data as being paired, and can handle zero differences.

With a p -value < 0.0 0 01, in each case the negative impact of re-

quiring adjacency is statistically significant for each value of n . 

Considering next the comparison of dynamic 1, n and

dynamic 1, n adjacent (shown in black in Fig. 5 ). In this case,

both families include the first relevant transaction. Furthermore,

if dynamic 1, n adjacent is applicable then so is dynamic 1, n and the

two will use the exact same transactions. However, when only

dynamic 1, n is applicable, it will necessarily make use of older

transactions. Said another way, on average dynamic 1, n adjacent uses

more recent transactions. 

As shown by the black bars in the chart, adjacency has a posi-

tive impact on accuracy for this group of comparisons. The impact

fluctuates as the value of n increases, with an indication that by

n = 5 , the initial accuracy gap is disappearing. The implication here

is that initially age dominates, but at some point (e.g., n ≥ 5), the

volume of data starts to counteract the cost of using older transac-

tions. 

Statistically, when comparing dynamic 1, n and dynamic 1, n adjacent

for n = 2 to 5 using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, the resulting p -

values are < 0.0 0 01, 0.0 0 033, 0.02244, and 0.467. In other words

the difference is statistically significant for n = 2 , 3 , and 4 , al-

though the difference for 4 is not large. It is worth noting that for

n = 5 there are only 94 applicable queries for dynamic 1,5 adjacent ,

which is less than 0.5% of the 20 900 data points considered. This

low number and the smaller difference in MAP when applicable

limits the statistical test’s ability to establish the significance of any

difference. In summary, for dynamic 1, n , applying adjacency yields

better MAP values at the expense of applicability. 

The final comparison considers dynamic 1, n adjacent and

dynamic n adjacent (shown in teal in Fig. 5 ). Since these two families

both use adjacent transactions, the only difference between them

is the transaction’s age. In this case whenever dynamic 1, n adjacent

is applicable then so is dynamic n adjacent and furthermore the

two use the same transactions. However, if the run of n adjacent

transaction is not associated with the first relevant transaction

then only dynamic n adjacent is applicable. 

In contrast to the previous two comparisons, when these two

differ, it is only because of the transaction age. It is quite clear

from the graph that transaction age matters, likely because older

transactions contribute less relevant evidence to a recommenda-

tion. Head-to-head statistical comparisons for n = 2 to 5 each yield

a strong statistically significant difference ( p -value < 0.0 0 01). Thus

dynamic n adjacent has greater applicability but lower MAP than

dynamic 1, n adjacent. 

In summary, for RQ4 adjacency has a significant cost in terms

of applicability. This is not unexpected. In exchange, it notably im-

proves accuracy, which, however, is dampened by the age of the

transactions involved. 

7.5. RQ5: TARMAQ as selector 

RQ5 considers the impact of applying Tarmaq as an additional

selection constraint to the transactions selected by an adaptive

algorithm. In general, the most useful recommendations are not

cluttered by irrelevant software artifacts. Such recommendations

achieve higher AP values and therefore are of greater utility to en-
ineers. Removing transactions involving artifacts that have a low

ikelihood of relevance is one of Tarmaq ’s goals. The remainder of

his subsection replicates the consideration of the proceeding four

esearch questions while incorporating Tarmaq -as-selector. 

(RQ5a) Viability: To consider the viability of Tarmaq as addi-

ional selector, we do a similar analysis as with RQ1. Table 5 shows

he results of executing Tarmaq and each of the 24 adaptive al-

orithms with Tarmaq -as-selector on the 1100 randomly selected

ueries from each of the 19 systems. As before, no algorithm is

ver applicable when Tarmaq is not, and for the same 1951 of the

0 900 queries, none of the algorithms were able to make a rec-

mmendation. 

When we compare the third columns of Tables 5 and 3 , we see

n increase in ties when using Tarmaq -as-selector. However, the

ourth column in Table 5 still shows that each of the adaptive al-

orithms using Tarmaq -as-selector has queries for which it outper-

orms Tarmaq . 

Overall, this leads us to the conclusion that the adaptive algo-

ithms that use Tarmaq as additional selector are not completely

ubsumed by Tarmaq ’s results, and consequently, are viable. 

(RQ5b) Applicability: The addition of Tarmaq as a selector has

o impact on the applicability of the adaptive algorithms because

he selection always leaves a non-empty set. Thus, this step will

ever remove all the transactions, so if an algorithm was applicable

o a given query before, it will remain applicable to that query.

isually the unchanged applicability can be observed by comparing

he x-axis position of each algorithm in Fig. 3 against its position

n Fig. 6 , which repeats Fig. 3 when including Tarmaq as additional

elector. 

(RQ5c) Accuracy: The analysis considers the accuracy data ob-

ained by running the 24 adaptive algorithms both with and with-

ut Tarmaq as additional transaction selector (i.e., 48 algorithms

n total). The algorithms are run on the queries described in

ection 6.3 . Visually the impact of applying Tarmaq -as-selector can

e observed by comparing the vertical position (the MAP value)

f each algorithm in Fig. 3 against that in Fig. 6 . This comparison

learly shows that for several of the adaptive algorithms when us-

ng Tarmaq -as-selector yield higher MAP values than Tarmaq (al-

hough, as before, they do so at the expense of applicability). 
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Fig. 6. A visualization of MAP and applicability for Tarmaq and the 24 adaptive algorithms with Tarmaq -as-selector. The legend indicates in italics and color the algorithms 

whose symbols overlap in the plot. (A color version of this figure can be found in the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Impact on MAP when applicable of using Tarmaq as additional selection constraint for each of the 24 adaptive techniques. 
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Table 6 

Basic statistics for the number of transac- 

tions used by dynamic-block . 

Q1 Median Mean Q3 Max. 

1.0 1.0 1.044 1.0 15.0 

o  

a

 

o  

b  

a  

W  

p  

f  
Similar to Figs. 5 and 7 shows the difference in MAP when appli-

able that is caused by applying Tarmaq -as-selector for each of the

4 adaptive algorithms, shown on the x -axis. A positive difference

ndicates that adding Tarmaq -as-selector improved accuracy, while

 negative difference indicates that the addition lowered accuracy.

verall, Tarmaq -as-selector has a positive effect on the accuracy of

he adaptive algorithms. However, the improvement is not univer-

al. The remainder of the discussion of RQ5c takes a deeper look at

he impact that Tarmaq -as-selector has on the three solitary adap-

ive algorithms before considering family trends. 

First, recall that dynamic-all considers the largest possible num-

er of transactions as it considers all the relevant transactions.

s seen in Fig. 7 , the MAP value for dynamic-all improves when

armaq -as-selector is applied. Here Tarmaq -dynamic-all is identi-

al to the original Tarmaq algorithm and thus this result is consis-

ent with prior work ( Rolfsnes et al., 2016 ). 

At the other end of the spectrum, first-applicable selects only a

ingle transaction and thus using Tarmaq -as-selector has no effect

u

n its accuracy. The same is true of dynamic 1,1 , dynamic 1,1 adjacent ,

nd dynamic 1 adjacent . 

Despite dynamic-all and first-applicable bookending the number

f transactions selected, it is interesting to note that, as explored

elow, they do not bookend the impact of applying Tarmaq as

 selector. Dynamic-block , the final family-of-one, illustrates this.

hile the difference is small, Tarmaq -as-selector negatively im-

acts the accuracy of dynamic-block . To a developer, the small dif-

erence in algorithm accuracy is likely insignificant. However, it is

seful to understand its cause. 
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Table 7 

Tukey’s HSD for Tarmaq selector MAP Differ- 

ence. 

Algorithm MAP Difference Group 

dynamic 1,1000 0.1146 a 

dynamic 1,100 0.0547 b 

dynamic 1,10 0.0258 c 

dynamic 1,5 0.0164 d 

dynamic 1,4 0.0140 d 

dynamic 1,3 0.0099 e 

dynamic 1,2 0.0046 f 

dynamic 1,1 0.0000 g 

Algorithm MAP Difference Group 

dynamic-P 0 
∗ 0.1385 a 

dynamic-P 20 0.0008 b 

dynamic-P 100 
∗ -0.0062 b 

dynamic-P 80 -0.0065 b 

dynamic-P 50 -0.0082 b 

∗ recall that dynamic-P 0 is dynamic-all , and 

dynamic-P 100 is dynamic-block . 

Table 8 

Basic statistics for the number of transactions used for dynamic- 

P n . 

n Min. Q1 Median Mean Q Max. 

0 1.0 4.0 19.0 105.6 86.0 4281.0 

20 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 42.0 

50 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 37.0 

80 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 30.0 

100 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 15.0 
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Table 6 shows some basic statistics regarding the number of

transactions selected by dynamic-block . To begin with, note that

90% of the time, a single transaction is selected. In these cases,

Tarmaq -as-selector has no effect and hence there is no accuracy

difference. The selector is thus having a negative impact on the

accuracy of the remaining sizes. In other words, it is discarding

useful information. Broken down by the number of transactions, it

is not until dynamic-block selects nine transactions that the selec-

tor has a positive impact on the MAP value. This suggests that for

its application to be advantageous, a larger number of transactions

is required. Further support for this observation is seen at the far

right of Fig. 7 and considered below. 

Turning to the families of more than one algorithm, we next

consider how the accuracy of dynamic-P n varies with n . For

completeness, recall that dynamic-P 0 uses the same selection as

dynamic-all , and dynamic-P 100 uses the same selection as dynamic-

block . Big picture, lower percentages yield positive MAP differences

while higher percentages yield negative MAP differences. Because

as n increases the number of transactions selected by dynamic-P n 
tends to decrease, the data for dynamic-P n reinforces the notion

that Tarmaq -as-selector is best applied when a larger number of

transactions is involved. 

Next, Tarmaq -as-selector has a positive effect on dynamic 1, n .

Furthermore, as the value of n increases, the effect increases. (A

best-fit curve suggests the relationship between n and the effect of

the selector is polynomial with an R 2 of 0.97.) Similar to dynamic-

P n , this data supports that Tarmaq -as-selector works better when

provided a larger number of transactions. In summary for RQ5c,

the interaction between Tarmaq -as-selector and the dynamic se-

lection performed by the adaptive algorithms is complex. However,

despite this complexity, it is clear that applying Tarmaq -as-selector

requires a certain minimum amount of data to be effective. 

(RQ5d) Interaction with Adjacency: Included in Fig. 7 are the

differences in MAP when applicable caused by Tarmaq -as-selector

on the two families of adaptive algorithms that require adjacency,

dynamic n adjacent and dynamic 1, n adjacent . In the analysis, we ignore

the algorithms with n = 1 where Tarmaq -as-selector has no effect.

First consider the family dynamic 1, n adjacent where the selector

has an initial negative impact, but grows positive by n = 5 . This

again implies that there exists good information in the small sets

of adjacent transactions that Tarmaq -as-selector discards. For ex-

ample, when n = 2 the two transactions selected either have the

same overlap, in which case both are retained and accuracy is un-

affected, or the selector discards one of the two. It is not hard to

imagine two transactions with similar (large) overlaps where the

slightly smaller overlap provides useful information. Supporting

this general pattern, by the time n = 5 Tarmaq -dynamic 1,5 adjacent

outperforms dynamic 1,5 adjacent . This again suggests that when

sufficient transactions exist, constraining the selection brings

value. 

For the second family, dynamic n adjacent , we see a varying ef-

fect when applying Tarmaq -as-selector. For larger values of n ,

dynamic n adjacent tends to search further back in the history.

Greater transaction age has a negative effect on accuracy (likely

because such transactions contain less relevant information). There

appears to be an interplay between the number of transactions n ,

the adjacency requirement, and the transaction age, which causes

the selector to have a varying effect on algorithm accuracy. For ex-

ample, when n is small (i.e., n = 1 , 2 ), Tarmaq -as-selector clearly

throws away useful information. However, for larger values of n

(i.e., n = 3 , 4 ) the number of transactions and value of adjacency

complement the effect of Tarmaq -as-selector. For even larger val-

ues of n , the negative effect of age overpowers the effect of adja-

cency and of Tarmaq -as-selector. 

Statistically, Table 7 shows the result of applying Tukey’s HSD

to the MAP differences for dynamic 1, n and dynamic-P n . Here “MAP
ifference” is the difference in MAP value with and without ap-

lying Tarmaq as additional selector. These two families were cho-

en because they best illustrate the impact of Tarmaq -as-selector.

oth tables support the conclusion that Tarmaq -as-selector is more

eneficial when a larger number of transactions is available. For

ynamic 1, n , as n increases Tarmaq -as-selector is statistically shown

o provide an ever-increasing improvement in accuracy (each algo-

ithm is in its own group except for n = 4 , 5 ). 

For dynamic-P n , this trend exists as well, but it is less pro-

ounced. Specifically, dynamic-P 0 (i.e., dynamic-all) shows a signif-

cantly greater difference in MAP value than the other four. That

here is no statistical difference between the remaining four family

embers, is supported by the statistics related to the number of

ransactions shown in Table 8 , where most blocks outside of those

elected by dynamic-P 0 have size 1. This again supports the no-

ion that Tarmaq -as-selector is best applied to a larger number of

ransactions. 

Finally, Fig. 8 compares the fraction of the transactions used by

ach algorithm against the resulting MAP value for Tarmaq and

ll the adaptive algorithms. As can be seen in the figure, Tarmaq

nd dynamic-all use the same number of transactions. Sandwiched

n between the two first-applicable uses a vanishingly small frac-

ion of the data. At the other end of the spectrum, dynamic 1,10 0 0 

nsurprisingly has the highest average, because it requires by def-

nition 10 0 0 relevant transactions to be applicable. The figure also

elps visualize just how little of the data the dynamic-P n family

ses and how similar this usage is, which explains the similarity in

he family member’s performance. Next to these the slow increase

or dynamic 1, n as n increases is evident. Algebraically, the values

or dynamic 1, n , dynamic n adjacent and dynamic 1, n adjacent are always

 . Finally, considering the MAP values makes it visually apparent

hat the amount of history used and the resulting MAP values are

argely uncorrelated. 

While not shown a related analysis considers the number of

non-relevant) transactions that have to be considered while se-
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Fig. 8. Fraction of transactions used by the adaptive algorithms with respect to Tarmaq , together with the corresponding MAP that is achieved. Note that dynamic 1,10 0 0 was 

truncated to keep a legible scale, its value is shown at the top of the plot. 
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ecting the relevant used by a given algorithm. For example, one

ffect found with dynamic 1, n is that as n gets larger, a greater num-

er of queries fail to find n relevant transactions. This turns out to

e expensive because it requires considering the entire history (to

earn that the query is not applicable) and thus the fraction of the

istory considered grown ever higher. 

Algebraically, it is interesting to note that in terms of the trans-

ctions considered dynamic 1, n adjacent has a significant advantage:

he value for dynamic 1, n adjacent is always no more than that of

ynamic 1, n , and often much less. We will use the n = 2 algorithms

o illustrate why this is true (the explanation for other values of

 is similar). Consider the following three cases: (1) dynamic 1,2 

s not applicable, or it is applicable, and either (2) the transac-

ion adjacent to the first applicable transaction is also applica-

le, or (3) it is not. In Cases (1) and (2) both dynamic 1,2 and

ynamic 1,2 adjacent consider the exact same transactions. However,

n Case (3), dynamic 1,2 adjacent need only consider the adjacent

ransaction, while dynamic 1, n will inspect the remaining history in

he hope of finding a relevant transaction. Thus, dynamic 1,2 adjacent

ever considers more of the history then dynamic 1,2 . 

In summary for RQ5, applying Tarmaq as additional selector

o the transactions selected by an adaptive algorithm is viable,

oes not affect the applicability, and tends to improve the accu-

acy of the recommendations. However, this result is not univer-

al. Tarmaq -as-selector works best when provided with a sufficient

umber of transactions. It is interesting to note that this is not a

trictly monotonically increasing relation as the algorithm select-

ng the largest number of transactions, dynamic-all does not pro-

uce the largest improvement then Tarmaq is applied as additional

ransaction selector. 

.6. RQ6: Practical implications 

By design, adaptive algorithms make use of significantly fewer

ransactions from the change history than Tarmaq . Moreover,

e learned from Fig. 3 that some adaptive algorithms, such as
ynamic 1,2 and dynamic-P 20 , have equal or only slightly lower ap-

licability than Tarmaq , while maintaining respectable MAP values.

ig. 9 shows the time it takes to make a recommendation when all

elevant transactions are extracted and available for use (to enable

 fair comparison between “raw” recommendation speeds of Tar-

aq vs. the adaptive algorithms). This Figure illustrates that, with-

ut significant loss of applicability and accuracy, it is possible to

chieve a dramatic reduction in the time it takes to make a recom-

endation. The time reduction directly comes from the fact that

daptive algorithms consider dramatically fewer transactions (e.g.,

ynamic 1,2 and dynamic-P 20 use only 1.4% and 1.8% of the transac-

ions used by Tarmaq , respectively). 

These findings are further amplified when we look at the time

equired to extract the transactions needed to make the rec-

mmendation. As alluded to in the Introduction, Tarmaq gener-

lly takes little time to make a single recommendation, provided

hat the change history is readily available. However, extracting

he history takes considerable time. For the systems considered

n this study, Tarmaq was configured to use a modestly sized

hange history of 50,0 0 0 transactions, based on earlier experi-

ents ( Moonen et al., 2018 ). In contrast, the adaptive algorithms

nly need to extract enough of the change history to cover the

umber of relevant transactions for the given algorithm, which can

e evaluated at extraction time and which needs proportionally

ess time and space than Tarmaq . For example, if the four most

ecent transactions are relevant, then dynamic 1,4 will only extract

hese four. Alternatively, if these four most recent relevant transac-

ions are found in the last fifteen transactions, then dynamic 1,4 will

nly extract these fifteen transactions. 

The extraction of Tarmaq ’s history of 50,0 0 0 transactions takes

n average 203 minutes of CPU time and uses roughly 11MB of

isk space per system after compression. This will not be an im-

ediment to a normal user who only interacts with a limited num-

er of active repositories, making periodic (e.g., nightly) updates

f the history viable. However, these time and space requirements

re linear in the number of projects to be considered, and to in-
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Fig. 9. Mean execution time of Tarmaq and the adaptive algorithms, together with the MAP value attained by each. Three outliers were truncated to keep a legible scale, 

their values are shown at the top of the plot. 
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vestigate the practical implications and opportunities of adaptive

algorithms at a larger scale, we conduct a thought experiment that

considers providing within-project change impact mining for an

online service like GitHub. 

In Sept. 2017, GitHub reported a total of 67 million reposito-

ries, of which 25.3 million are considered active (have seen activ-

ity in the preceding year). GitHub reported that the total number

of repositories passed 100 million in November 2018, but since the

number of active repositories has not been reported since 2017,

we use the 25.3 million active repositories as a conservative es-

timate. Keeping a modest (50k) change history for just these ac-

tive repositories would require 9765 years of CPU time for initial

extraction and results in 272 terabytes of compressed data. While

incremental extraction of new transactions will help keep the his-

tories up-to-date, it will not solve the initial extraction effort, nor

will it address space requirements. The same holds for on-demand

extraction: if only 1% of the active projects would enable such rec-

ommendations, extraction still requires (on average) 97.65 years of

CPU time. Parallelization will also help, but it takes a large number

of cores to turn 97.65 years of CPU-time into a feasible time-span

(e.g., it would take at least 5078 cores to reduce the extraction

time for only 1% of active GitHub projects to a week, assuming op-

timal utilization and without accounting for increased communi-

cation overhead and bandwidth challenges). Moreover, during that

week, the repositories will receive further updates that need to be

accounted for. 

Our adaptive approach addresses both aspects. Since adaptive

techniques can reduce the time and space required by over 98%,

they enable on-the-fly change impact mining of a single project

of interest, in contrast to pre-extracting change histories for all

projects. In this case, for a single system, impact analysis in-

cluding the required extraction would take on average only 2:50

min and require approximately 150KB of storage. This greatly im-

proves the feasibility of providing change impact mining at this

scale, especially for less interactive tasks such as assessing the im-

pact of a pull request in projects that use modern code review

techniques. 
t  
. Discussion 

.1. Trends 

Some clear patterns emerge in the data. For example, Tarmaq -

s-selector’s impact improves when given a larger number of

ransactions to work with. In addition, age seems detrimental to

ccuracy. Finally, adjacency, while lowering applicability, brings

alue to the recommendation. These three general trends suggest

he need to conduct more focused studies considering each of

hese effects and their interplay. 

Furthermore, this initial analysis of adaptive algorithms hints at

he intricacy of the information in the change history of a soft-

are system. For example, when compared to the typical applica-

ions of association rule mining, such as analyzing shopping-cart

ata, the analysis of historical co-change data in a software con-

ext looks different. The traditional application of association rule

ining aims to leverage “big data.” In contrast, the success of al-

orithms such as dynamic 1,2 and dynamic 1,5 show that when ap-

lied to software, using only a few transactions is, at least at times,

referable. Thus, this work raises the more introspective question

what about software enables only a few historical transactions to

erform so well?”

.2. Opportunities for hybrid algorithms 

Table 4 c shows that the overall MAP values of some of the adap-

ive algorithms come quite close to the MAP value attained by Tar-

aq . This suggests the potential for hybrid techniques that com-

ine Tarmaq with the other algorithms. One advantage that such

ybrids bring is increased speed, especially when aiming to build

fficient on-the-fly recommenders. This notion is supported by the

iming data comparison shown in Fig. 9 . 

Taking a deeper look at Tables 3 and 5 , it is interesting to note

hat in no case does Tarmaq always win, which is clear evidence

hat there is value in hybrid techniques that combine Tarmaq with

he other algorithms to increase accuracy. For example, looking at
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able 4 c, we can see that (numerically) there are four algorithms

dynamic 1, n adjacent, for n = 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ) with MAP when applicable

alues greater than that of Tarmaq . This means that a hybrid al-

orithm such as “apply dynamic 1,2 adjacent if applicable, otherwise

pply Tarmaq ” would match Tarmaq ’s applicability while exceed-

ng its accuracy. 

Moreover, comparing Table 4 c’s Tarmaq ’s MAP when applica-

le of 0.2744 to dynamic_all ’s MAP when applicable of 0.2606 il-

ustrates how greater selectivity regarding the transactions used to

enerate a recommendation brings increases accuracy. What is in-

eresting here in terms of hybrid algorithms, is that the data in

able 3 includes dynamic_all winning 3775 times compared to Tar-

aq ’s 3393, which shows that dynamic_all bests Tarmaq more of-

en than not. One implication here is that on queries where Tar-

aq does better, it does substantially better, and thus that there is

alue in being able to predict such queries. 

Overall, the “B wins” column of Table 3 shows how often an

daptive algorithm performs better than Tarmaq at the individ-

al query level. While in production, we lack an oracle to predict

hich algorithm to best use for a particular query, given the data

rom our experiments, we can compute the MAP value that a per-

ect prediction would achieve. This computation takes the mean of

he highest AP value attained for each query by any of the algo-

ithms (corresponding to a perfect selection of which algorithm to

pply to each query). The MAP value computed for such a perfect

rediction is 0.3798, which is a statistically significant improve-

ent over the values produced by any of the individual algorithms.

his (unattainable) MAP value does suggest the value of future re-

earch into hybrid algorithms. 

.3. MAP interpretation 

The better algorithms studied have MAP when applicable values

lose to 0.33, while Tarmaq ’s overall MAP is 0.25. An AP value of

.33 means that the first relevant artifact is found at rank 3, while

.25 finds the first relevant artifact at rank 4. Because MAP repre-

ents a mean, for some queries, the rank of the first relevant arti-

act will be earlier in the ranked output, and for others, it will be

ater. 

Consider an engineer using Atari to check for missing artifacts.

ptimistically the engineer is sufficiently familiar with the code to

ecognize a missing file or function based solely on its name. In

his case, the engineer need only scan the top five to ten results to

ain reasonable confidence that they have not missed any relevant

rtifacts. 

Pessimistically the engineer is not sufficiently familiar with the

ode to sight identify missing artifacts. In this case, each artifact

n the ranked list must be examined to determine its relevance.

hile this is clearly more costly then name-based identification,

canning several files or functions is not too arduous, and is clearly

warfed by the cost of missing a modification and having to revisit

he issue subsequently. 

.4. Threats to validity 

Commits as a basis for evolutionary coupling: The evaluation

n this paper is grounded in patterns found in the transactions of

hange histories. However, these transactions are not in any way

uaranteed to be “correct” or “complete” with respect to repre-

enting a coherent unit of work ( Herzig and Zeller, 2013; Herzig

t al., 2016 ). Non-related artifacts may be present, and related arti-

acts may be missing from a transaction. We believe this threat is,

t least, mitigated in the context of our study, as all but one of the

ystems (KM) uses Git for version control, which promotes coher-

nt transactions with tools for amending commits and rewriting
istory. For KM, we base transactions on their issue tracking sys-

em, which groups relevant commits. 

Realism of Scenarios used in Evaluation: Our evaluation es-

ablishes a ground truth from historical transactions, randomly

plitting each into a query and an expected outcome of a certain

ize. However, this approach does not account for the actual order

n which changes were made before they were committed together

o the versioning system. As a result, it is possible that our queries

ontain elements that were actually changed later in time than

lements of the expected outcome. This cannot be avoided when

ining co-change data from a versioning system because the tim-

ng of individual changes is lost. It can be addressed by using an-

ther source of co-change data, such as a developer’s interactions

ith an IDE, but the invasiveness of such data collection prevents a

tudy as comprehensive as the one presented here. Moreover, since

he evolutionary couplings at the basis of our analysis form a bi-

irectional relation, the actual order in which changes were made

efore they were committed has no impact on the result. Our goal

s not to re-enact the actual timeline of changes, but rather to es-

ablish a ground truth with respect to the relatedness of artifacts. 

Equal weight for all commits: In our experiments, all transac-

ions from the change history are given equal weight while mining

hange impact. A compelling alternative viewpoint is that more re-

ent transactions are more relevant for current development and

hould, therefore, be given higher weight than older transactions.

imilarly, one could argue that, because of their knowledge about

he system, transactions committed by core developers should be

iven higher weight than transactions committed by occasional

ontributors. We do not include such weighing scenarios in our

tudy because of their interaction with several of our research

uestions. Moreover, most of the systems considered in this study

se a modern code review process based on pull-requests to in-

lude changes from occasional contributors. We believe this re-

iewing process largely mitigates any differences between trans-

ctions by core developers and those of occasional contributors. 

Multiple issue commits: Revision control system histories of-

en include at least a small amount of noise. For example, com-

its related to a copyright update are noise in the context of un-

overing evolutionary couplings. Another source of such noise is

hen a single commit addresses multiple issues. At present we

o not attempt to identify such commits, although it might be

ossible to measure the cohesiveness of the committed artifacts

y applying clustering algorithm or using a metric such as TF-

DF ( Rajaraman and Ullman, 2011 ). 

The inverse problem arises when two or more engineers work

ogether to effect a change, and then each commits their change

s a separate commit. At present Atari is unable to learn cross-

ommit rules. While less of an issue with more modern version

ontrol systems, earlier research ( Jaafar et al., 2014; Zimmermann

t al., 2005; Kagdi et al., 2006 ) has worked on grouping commits

rom the change history that all address the same issue. Should

his issue become a serious problem for Atari , one of these ap-

roaches could be employed to combine such commits. Alterna-

ively, this behavior might be seen as an asset if the separate com-

its reflect a code management style in which each engineer owns

 particular part of the code, making cross-owner recommenda-

ions undesirable. 

Variation in software systems: We conducted our experiments

n two industrial systems and seventeen large open-source sys-

ems that, as illustrated in Table 2 , were selected to vary consider-

bly in both system- and change-history characteristics. Although

his should provide an accurate picture of the adaptive techniques’

erformance in various settings, we are likely not to have captured

ll possible variations. 

Implementation: Finally, our prototype, Atari , is implemented

n Ruby, and we conducted the statistical analysis in R. Although
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we have thoroughly tested our implementations, we can not guar-

antee the absence of errors that may affect our results. 

9. Related work 

The first algorithm for mining association rules was introduced

in 1993, AIS (Agrawal-Imielinksi-Swami) ( Agrawal et al., 1993 ).

Since then, many improvements have been proposed, generally

aimed at improving execution time or memory efficiency. These

improvements can be classified into four major categories: (1)

Apriori ( Agrawal and Srikant, 1994 ), which uses an efficient pre-

computation of rule generation candidates, (2) Eclat ( Zaki, 20 0 0 ),

which partitions the search space into smaller independent sub-

spaces that can be analyzed efficiently, (3) FPGrowth ( Han et al.,

2004 ), which encodes the dataset in a compact tree structure,

called a frequent patterns tree (FPtree), in order to enable rule

mining without having to generate candidate rules, and (4) Rarm

(Rapid Association Rule Mining) ( Das et al., 2001 ), which encodes

the data set in a prefix-tree ordered by the support of items

(SOTrieIT). In addition, evolution of the dataset from which associ-

ation rules are mined (e.g., the addition of new transactions) has

motivated incremental association rule mining ( Nath et al., 2013 ),

which aims to update the earlier mined rules based on the changes

to the dataset. 

As a refinement to techniques that mine all patterns in a

dataset, targeted association rule mining constrains rule generation

(i.e., pattern mining) to those relevant to a query ( Srikant et al.,

1997; Hafez et al., 1999; Kubat et al., 2003 ). Targeted association

rule mining ignores transactions unrelated to the query, which sig-

nificantly reduces execution time. The adaptive algorithms studied

in this paper aim at a commensurate reduction in the number of

transactions considered, and consequently at a commensurate re-

duction in execution time. 

More recently, Silva and Antunes presented an in-depth survey

of constrained pattern mining ( Silva and Antunes, 2016 ) in which

they describe a range of constraints and properties. Constraint cat-

egories include content constraints such as item constraints, value

constraints, and aggregate constraints, as well as structural con-

straints such as length constraints, sequence constraints, and tem-

poral constraints. Fitting our work into their framework under-

scores the values of the approach and also suggests alternatives.

The adaptive algorithms make use of several constraints. For ex-

ample, adjacency is a sequencing constraint, while transaction rel-

evance is a value constraint. Understanding the constraints and

properties enables an algorithm designer to capture the seman-

tics of the domain better, and thus helps to reduce the number

of spurious results, as well as focus the algorithm on areas where

it is more likely to gain information and return more interesting

results. 

In the specific context of change impact analysis, poten-

tially relevant items are suggested based on evolutionary (or log-

ical ) coupling . In general, approaches aimed at identifying evo-

lutionary couplings are based upon co-change information, such

as those that include coarse- and fine-grained co-changes ( Gall

et al., 1998; Beyer and Noack, 2005; Robbes et al., 2008 ), code-

churn ( Gall et al., 2003 ), and interactions with IDEs ( Zanjani et al.,

2014 ). 

For software change impact analysis, common algorithms such

as Rose ( Zimmermann et al., 2005 ), apply targeted association rule

mining to derive change recommendations given a user-specified

query. Rose , similar to other software change recommendation ap-

proaches subsequently introduced ( Wang et al., 2009; Bavota et al.,

2013 ), is based on the Apriori algorithm. Ying et al. ( Ying et al.,

2004 ) describe a technique that mines frequent patterns in a sys-

tems’ change history to recommend potentially relevant code to a

developer performing a software maintenance task. 
Several projects have considered aspects of the mining problem

hat, to varying degrees, compliment the investigation of adaptive

lgorithms. For example, recent research highlighted how the con-

guration parameters of data mining algorithms have a significant

mpact on the quality of the results ( Maimon and Rokach, 2010 ). In

he context of association rule mining, several authors have high-

ighted the need for thoughtfully studying how parameter settings

ffect the quality of the rules generated ( Zheng et al., 2001; Lin

t al., 2002; Jiang and Gruenwald, 2006 ). For example, Moonen

t al. recently investigated how the quality of software change rec-

mmendation varied depending on association rule mining param-

ters such as the transaction filtering threshold, history length, and

istory age ( Moonen et al., 2016; 2018 ). The interesting question

elative to our work concerns the value these ideas bring to adap-

ive analysis, which often makes a recommendation based on far

ewer transactions. 

A complimentary aspect concerns the grouping of a project’s

ransactions ( Jaafar et al., 2014; Zimmermann et al., 2005; Kagdi

t al., 2006 ). The reason for doing so is that a developer might

ccidentally commit an incomplete transaction and commit the re-

aining files related to the same change in a subsequent trans-

ction. As a consequence, the artifacts related to a single logical

hange might be spread across several transactions in the change

istory. This type of grouping may not be needed when using a

ersion control system where changes are first stored locally, and

hen distributed at a later stage, as the option to revise and com-

ine local transactions reduces the risk of committing incomplete

ransactions. 

Recently Islam et al. (2018) presented an algorithm to capture

ndirect coupling. For example, in order to recommend a , prior al-

orithms require that a co-changes with at least one element of

he query in the history. Islam et al. consider the possibility that

rtifacts that did not directly co-change in the past might still be

elated. To uncover such artifacts, they consider transitive associa-

ion rules . For example, if a and b co-change in the history, and

o do b and c , then it becomes possible to recommend a given a

uery that involves c . 

Finally, the software repository mining literature ( Graves et al.,

0 0 0; Zimmermann et al., 20 05; Hassan, 20 08 ) frequently alludes

o the notion that learning from too short, or overly long history

arms the outcome, either because not enough knowledge can

e uncovered, or because outdated information introduces noise.

oonen et al. (2018) investigated the impact of history size on

armaq ’s performance. Their discovery that very small histories

an yield high-quality recommendations was the impetus for our

esearch. Adaptive algorithms bring an intriguing new viewpoint

o this discussion. 

0. Concluding remarks 

Conclusions: When applied to source-code change impact anal-

sis , association rules capture implicit knowledge that an engineer

as about connections between the artifacts of a system. This pa-

er explores seven families of adaptive algorithms , many of which

se a vanishingly small amount of the history. Doing so enables

s to take a finer-grained look at understanding the value that se-

ected transactions bring to the recommendation process. The em-

irical investigation demonstrated that adaptive algorithms are vi-

ble and furthermore that their accuracy can rival that of state-

f-the-art complete-history techniques such as Tarmaq . Given how

ittle of the history the adaptive techniques make use of, their suc-

ess suggests the value in considering software-specific association

ule mining algorithms. 

Contributions: This paper makes the following five contribu-

ions. (1) It introduces the notion of adaptive targeted association

ule mining. (2) It proposes several families of adaptive algorithms
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or change impact mining. (3) It implements these algorithms in

he prototype tool Atari . (4) It compares the new algorithms to

ach other and to the state-of-the-art tool, Tarmaq ( Rolfsnes et al.,

016 ). (5) Finally, it studies the impact of applying Tarmaq as a fil-

er on the transactions selected by each adaptive algorithm. 

Future work: Looking forward, we see several interesting di-

ections for future work. To begin with, it would be interesting to

ttempt to provide a natural language explanation supporting each

ecommendation. Given that our recommendations are rule-based,

t should be feasible to synthesize an explanation from the rules

hat were applied. 

In addition, as discussed in Section 8 , the existence of low ap-

licability and high MAP when applicable algorithms suggests the

otential value in creating hybrid algorithms . For example, our re-

ults suggest there is potential for using machine learning to cre-

te an ensemble of algorithms. As a preliminary experiment, a

and-crafted ensemble applied dynamic 1,2 adjacent if it is appli-

able and Tarmaq otherwise. The ensemble takes advantage of

ynamic 1,2 adjacent ’s high MAP while maintaining Tarmaq ’s high

pplicability. 

Another area of future work concerns rule-aggregation, which

ombines the evidence of two or more rules ( Rolfsnes et al., 2018 ).

ggregation likely increases recommendation relevance: for exam-

le, consider three rules, one recommending A with confidence 0.8

nd two recommending B with confidence 0.7 and 0.6, respectively.

raditional approaches use the highest ranked rule and thus prior-

tize A over B . Rule aggregation combines the evidence for B and

hus leads to recommending B over A . In theory this is expected

o bring less value, given that the adaptive algorithms make use of

ewer transactions; however, it might still prove useful. Moreover,

t would be of interest to take a closer look at the relative impact

f transaction age ( Moonen et al., 2018 ) and adjacency on recom-

endation accuracy. 

Last but not least, the viability of making predictions based on

ery few transactions suggest that software is somehow funda-

entally different from other domains to which association rule

ining has been applied and thus the study of software-specific

ssociation rule mining algorithms is warranted. 
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